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The Endace DAG TM 8.1SX network monitoring card has been optimised for 10 Gigabit Ethernet and Packet over networks. It provides line rate network traffic capture and sustained 10Gbps data transfer to the host server.
EnHanCED PaCkET PROCESSinG
Scaling to 10 Gigabit networks has never been easier with Enhanced Packet Processing [EPP] . EPP lightens the load by offering a range of programmable hardware-based features that allow network monitoring applications to efficiently:
Filter or drop unnecessary network traffic.
Characterise and classify network traffic according to protocol header attributes.
Direct network traffic to specific memory buffers based upon classification.
Evenly load-balance 10 Gigabits of network traffic to a maximum of 32 memory buffers.
Duplicate a single packet to multiple memory buffers. 
PROTOCOl EnCaPSUlaTiOn
VLAN (C-Tag) 0x8100 N/A N/A VLAN (S-Tag) 0x88A8 N/A N/A
SUPPORTED layER 2/3 TyPES PaCkET FilTERinG
Hardware-based filtering satisfies the need to judiciously offload a small number of filters to hardware. Filtering in hardware saves bus bandwidth and reduces the amount of network traffic end-user applications must process. Hardware-based filtering requires the identification of specific desired fields in the packet's protocol headers and performs a comparison function against these fields to identify network traffic of interest while providing the capability to drop unnecessary network traffic.
PaCkET ClaSSiFiCaTiOn
Packet classification offers an opportunity to offload the first level of traffic characterisation to hardware. Classification results are reported into a field within the encapsulated packet header. by classifying data in hardware, softwarebased applications quickly look-up results and process the packet accordingly.
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EPP allows up to sixty-four hardware-based rules to be applied to each packet, simultaneously. The following table lists all of the available fields that EPP can filter upon or classify by within a packet.
F i lT E Ra b l E a nD Cla SSiF iabl E PaCkET PROTOCOl HEaDER FiElDS lOaD balanCinG
Comparable to parallel processing, Endace load balancing techniques provide the equivalent of multi-threaded execution for natively single-threaded applications. Traffic from a single interface is evenly distributed across multiple server cores, while maintaining flow and session continuity. Each single threaded application attaches to its own receive stream buffer and implements a divide-and-conquer methodology to effectively manage the input data stream. *Maximum possible value is listed, real value might be less depending on free contiguous rAM available in operating system ** Maximum allocation per stream on 32-bit system depends on available virtual memory for applications (normally it is 3072Mb) and on how much of the memory is double-mapped by the user application (extra window size parameter in DAG API).
